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Limits on anomalousWWg and WWZ couplings are presented from a study ofWW/WZ→en j j events
produced inpp̄ collisions atAs51.8 TeV. Results from the analysis of data collected using the DO” detector
during the 1993–1995 Tevatron collider run at Fermilab are combined with those of an earlier study from the
1992–1993 run. A fit to the transverse momentum spectrum of theW boson yields direct limits on anomalous
WWg andWWZ couplings. With the assumption that theWWg andWWZ couplings are equal, we obtain
20.34,l,0.36 ~with Dk50) and20.43,Dk,0.59 ~with l50) at the 95% confidence level for a form-
factor scaleL52.0 TeV.
PACS number~s!: 14.70.2e, 12.15.Ji, 13.40.Em, 13.40.Gp052005-2
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LIMITS ON ANOMALOUS WWg AND WWZCOUPLINGS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005I. INTRODUCTION
The Tevatronpp̄ collider at Fermilab offers one of th
best opportunities to test trilinear gauge boson coupli
@1–3#, which are a direct consequence of the non-Abel
SU(2)3U(1) gauge structure of the standard model~SM!.
The trilinear gauge boson couplings can be measured
rectly from gauge boson pair~diboson! production. Produc-
tion of WW and WZ pairs in pp̄ collisions at As
51.8 TeV can proceed throughs-channel boson intermedi
aries, or at- or u-channel quark exchange process as sho
in Fig. 1. There are important cancellations between thet or
u diagrams, which involve only couplings of the bosons
fermions, and thes-channel diagrams which contain thre
boson couplings. These cancellations are essential for m
ing calculations of SM diboson production unitary and ren
malizable. Since the fermionic couplings of theg andW and
Z bosons have been well tested@4#, we may regard diboson
production as primarily a test of the three-boson vertex. P
duction of WW pairs is sensitive to bothWWg and WWZ
couplings;WZ production is sensitive only toWWZ cou-
plings.
A generalized effective Lagrangian has been develope
describe the couplings of three gauge bosons@5#. The
Lorentz-invariant effective Lagrangian for the gauge bos
self-interactions contains 14 dimensionless coupling par
eters,lV , kV , g1
V , l̃V , k̃V , g4
V , andg5
V (V5Z or g), seven
for WWZ interactions and another seven forWWg interac-
tions, and two overall couplings,gWWg52e and gWWZ5
2ecotuW, wheree and uW are the positron charge and th
weak mixing angle. The couplingslV and kV conserve
chargeC and parityP. The couplingsg4
V are odd underCP
and C, g5
V are odd underC and P, and k̃V and l̃V are odd
underCP andP. To first order in the SM~tree level!, all of
the couplings vanish exceptg1
V and kV (g1
g5g1
Z5kg5kZ
51). For real photons, gauge invariance in electromagn
FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams forWW andWZ production at lead-
ing order.~a! and~c! t- andu-channel quark exchange diagrams,~b!
and ~d! s-channel diagrams with three-boson couplings.05200s
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interactions does not allow deviations ofg1
g , g4
g , and g5
g
from their SM values of 1, 0, and 0, respectively. T
CP-violating WWg couplings l̃g and k̃g are tightly con-
strained by measurements of the neutron electric dipole
ment@6#. In the present study, we assume thatC, P andCP
symmetries are conserved, reducing the independent
pling parameters tokg , kZ , lg , lZ andg1
Z .
Cross sections for gauge boson pair production incre
for couplings with non-SM values, because the cancellat
between thet- and u-channel diagrams and thes-channel
diagrams is destroyed. This can yield large cross section
high energies, eventually violating tree-level unitarity.
consistent description therefore requires anomalous c
plings with a form factor that causes them to vanish at v
high energies. We will use dipole form factors, e.g.,lV( ŝ)
5lV /(11 ŝ/L
2)2, where ŝ is the square of the invarian
mass of the gauge-boson pair. Given a form-factor scaleL,
the anomalous-coupling parameters are restricted
S-matrix unitarity. Assuming that the independent coupli
parameters arek5kg5kZ and l5lg5lZ , tree-level uni-
tarity is satisfied ifL<@6.88/((k21)212l2#1/4 TeV @2,7#.
The experimental limits on anomalous couplings can
compared with the bounds derived fromS-matrix unitarity,
and constrain the trilinear gauge-boson couplings only if
limits are more stringent than the bounds from unitarity
any given value ofL.
For bothWW andWZ production processes, the effect
anomalous values oflV on the helicity amplitudes is en
hanced for largeŝ. On the other hand, terms containin
DkV (5kV21) grow asAŝ in the WZ production process
and asŝ in theWWproduction process. Limits onDkV from
the study ofWW production are therefore expected to
tighter than those fromWZ production.
Since anomalous couplings contribute only vias-channel
photon orW or Z boson intermediaries, their effects are e
pected mainly in the region of small vector boson rapiditi
and the transverse momentum distribution of the vector
son is therefore particularly sensitive to anomalous trilin
gauge-boson couplings. This is demonstrated in Fig.
which shows the distribution of theW boson transverse mo
mentum pT
W in simulatedpp̄→WW1X→en j j 1X events
for anomalous trilinear gauge boson couplings, using a
pole form factor with a scaleL51.5 TeV, and with the
couplings forWWg andWWZassumed to be equal.
Trilinear gauge-boson couplings can therefore be m
sured by comparing the shapes of thepT distributions of the
final state gauge bosons with theoretical predictions. Eve
the background is much larger than the expected gau
boson pair production signal as is the case for theWW/WZ
→en j j process, limits on anomalous couplings can still
set using a kinematic region where the effects of anomal
trilinear gauge boson couplings are expected to dominat
Trilinear gauge-boson couplings have been studied in s
eral experiments.WWg couplings have been studied inpp̄
collisions by the UA2@8#, Collider Detector at Fermilab
~CDF! @9#, and DO” @10,11# Collaborations usingWg events.
The UA2 results are based on data taken during the 195-3
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B. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 0520051990 CERNpp̄ collider run atAs5630 GeV with an inte-
grated luminosity of 13 pb21 and the CDF and DO” data are
from the 1992–1993 and 1993–1995 Fermilabpp̄ runs at
As51.8 TeV.WWZcouplings together with theWWg cou-
plings have been studied by the CDF and DO” collaborations
usingW boson pair production in the dilepton decay mod
@11–13# andWW/WZ production in the single-lepton mode
@11,14–16#. Experiments at the CERNe1e2 collider LEP
have recently reported results of similar studies@17#.
In this paper, we present a detailed description of pre
ously summarized work@18# on WW and WZ production
with oneW boson decaying into an electron~or a positron!
and an antineutrino~or a neutrino! and a secondW or Z
boson decaying into two jets@19#. Because of the limitation
in jet-energy resolution, the hadronic decay of aW boson
cannot be differentiated from that of aZ boson. This analysis
is based on the data collected during the 1993–1995 T
tron collider run at Fermilab. From the observed candid
events and background estimates, 95% confidence l
~C.L.! limits are set on the anomalous trilinear gauge bo
couplings. The results are combined with those from
1992–1993 data to provide the final limits on the couplin
from the DO” analysis.
Brief summaries of the detector and the multilevel trigg
and data acquisition systems are presented in Secs. II an
Sections IV, V and VI describe our particle identificatio
methods, the data sample, and event selection criteria.
tions VII and VIII are devoted to detection efficiency an
background estimates. Results and conclusions are pres
in Secs. IX and X.
II. DO” DETECTOR
The DO” detector@20#, illustrated in Fig. 3, is a general
purpose detector designed for the study of proton-antipro
collisions atAs51.8 TeV and is located at the DO” interac-
tion region of the Tevatron ring at Fermilab.
FIG. 2. ThepT
W spectrum of generatedpp̄→WW→en j j events
with SM couplings and two examples of anomalous couplings.05200s
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The innermost part of the detector consists of a set
tracking chambers that surround the beam pipe. There is
central magnetic field and jets are measured using a com
set of calorimeters positioned outside the tracking volum
To identify muons, an additional set of tracking chambers
located outside the calorimeter, with a measurement of m
momentum provided through magnetized iron toroids pla
between the first two muon-tracking layers.
The full detector is about 13 m high311 m
wide 317 m long, with a total weight of about 5500 ton
The Tevatron beam pipe passes through the center of
detector, while the Main Ring beam pipe passes through
upper portion of the calorimetry, approximately 2 m above
the Tevatron beam pipe. The coordinate system used in”
is right handed, with thez axis pointing along the direction
of the proton beam~southward! and they axis pointing up.
The polar angleu50 is along the proton beam direction an
the azimuthal anglef50 along the eastward direction. In
stead of u, we often use the pseudorapidity,h5
2 ln@tan(u/2)#. This quantity approximates the true rapidi
y51/2 ln@(E1pz)/(E2pz)#, when the rest mass is muc
smaller than the total energy.
A. Central detector
The tracking chambers and a transition radiation dete
make up the central detector~CD!. The main purpose of the
CD is to measure the trajectories of charged particles
determine thez position of the interaction vertex. This infor
mation can be used to determine whether an electromagn
energy cluster in the calorimeter is caused by an electro
by a photon. Additional information such as the number
tracks and the ionization energy along the track (dE/dx) can
be used to determine whether a track is caused by on
several closely spaced charged particles, such as a ph
conversion.
The CD consists of four separate subsystems: the ve
drift chamber~VTX !, the transition radiation detector~TRD!,
the central drift chamber~CDC!, and two forward drift
chambers~FDCs!. The full set of CD detectors fits within the
inner cylindrical aperture of the calorimeters in a volume
radius r 578 cm and lengthl 5270 cm. The system pro
vides charged-particle tracking over the regionuhu,3.2. The
trajectories of charged particles are measured with a res
tion of 2.5 mrad inf and 28 mrad inu. From these mea-
surements, the position of the interaction vertex along thz
direction is determined with a resolution of 6 mm.
The VTX is the innermost tracking chamber in the D”
detector, occupying the regionr 53.7–16.2 cm. It is made
of three mechanically independent concentric layers of c
parallel to the beam pipe. The innermost layer has sixt
cells while the outer two layers have 32 cells each.
The TRD occupies the space between the VTX and
CDC; it extends fromr 517.5 cm to 49 cm. The TRD con
sists of three separate units, each containing a radiator~393
foils of 18 mm thick polypropylene in a volume filled with
nitrogen gas!, and an x-ray detection chamber filled with X
gas. The TRD information is not used in this analysis.5-4
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LIMITS ON ANOMALOUS WWg AND WWZCOUPLINGS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005The CDC is a cylindrical drift chamber, 184 cm alongz,
located betweenr 549.5 andr 574.5 cm, and provides cov
erage foruhu,1.2. It is made up of four concentric rings o
32 azimuthal cells per ring. Each cell contains seven se
wires ~staggered by 200mm relative to each other to hel
resolve left-right ambiguities! and two delay lines. Therf
position of a hit is determined via the drift time measured
the hit wire and thez position of a hit is measured usin
inductive delay lines embedded in the module walls of
sense wire planes.
The FDCs consist of two sets of drift chambers located
the ends of the CDC. They perform the same function as
CDC, but for 1.4,uhu,3.1. Each FDC package consists
three separate chambers: aF module, whose sense wires a
radial and measure thef coordinate, sandwiched between
pair of Q modules whose sense wires measure theu coordi-
nate.
B. Calorimeters
The DO” calorimeters are sampling calorimeters, with li
uid argon as the sensitive ionization medium. The prim
absorber material is depleted uranium, with copper and st
less steel used in the outer regions. There are three sep
units, each contained in separate cryostats: the Central C
rimeter ~CC!, the North End Calorimeter~ECN!, and the
South End Calorimeter~ECS!. The readout cells are arrange
in a pseudo-projective geometry pointing to the interact
region.
The calorimeters are subdivided in depth into three d
tinct types of modules: electromagnetic sections~EM! with
relatively thin uranium absorber plates, fine-hadronic~FH!
sections with thicker uranium plates, and coarse-hadro
~CH! sections with thick copper or stainless steel plat
There are four separate layers for the EM modules in b
the CC and EC that are read out separately. The first
layers are 2 radiation lengths thick in the CC and 0.3 and
radiation lengths thick in the EC, and measure the ini
FIG. 3. Cutaway view of the DO” detector.05200se
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longitudinal shower development, where photons andp0s
differ somewhat on a statistical basis. The third layer sp
the region of maximum EM shower energy deposition a
the fourth completes the EM coverage of approximately
total radiation lengths. The fine-hadronic modules are ty
cally segmented into three or four layers. Typical transve
sizes of towers in both EM and hadronic modules areDh
50.1 andDf52p/64'0.1. The third section of the EM
modules is segmented twice as finely in bothh and f to
provide more precise determination of centroids of E
showers.
The CC has a length of 2.6 m, covering the pseudorap
ity region uhu,1.2, and consists of three concentric cylind
cal rings. There are 32 EM modules in the inner ring, 16
modules in the surrounding ring, and 16 CH modules in
outer ring. The EM, FH and CH module boundaries are
tated with respect to each other so as to prevent having m
than one intermodular gap intercepting a trajectory from
origin of the detector.
The two end calorimeters~ECN and ECS! are mirror im-
ages, and contain four types of modules. To avoid the d
spaces in a multi-module design, there is just a single la
EM module and one inner hadronic~IH! module. Outside the
EM and IH, there are concentric rings of 16 middle and ou
hadronic~MH and OH! modules. The azimuthal boundarie
of the MH and OH modules are also offset to prevent cra
through which particles could penetrate the calorimeter. T
makes the DO” detector almost completely hermetic and pr
vides an accurate measurement of missing transverse en
Because of an increase in background and loss of trac
efficiency for uhu.2.5, electron and photon candidates a
restricted to 1.5,uhu,2.5 in the EC.
In the transition region between the CC and EC (0
<uhu<1.4), there is a large amount of uninstrumented m
terial in the form of cryostat walls, stiffening rings, and mo
ule endplates. To correct for energy deposited in the un
strumented material, we use two segmented (0.13 . in
h3f) arrays of scintillation counters, called intercryost
detectors. In addition, separate single-cell structures ca
‘‘massless gaps’’ are mounted on the end plates of
CC-FH modules and on the front plates of EC-MH a
EC-OH modules, and are used to correct showers in
region of the detector.
The Main Ring beam pipe passes through the outer lay
of the CC, ECN and ECS. Beam losses from the Main-R
cause energy deposition in the calorimeter that can bias
energy measurement. The data acquisition system e
stops recording data during periods of Main-Ring activ
near the DO” detector, or flags such events.
C. Muon detectors
The DO” muon detector is designed to identify muons a
to determine their trajectories and momenta. It is loca
outside of the calorimeter, and is divided in two subsystem
the Wide Angle Muon Spectrometer and the Small Ang
Muon Spectrometer. Since the calorimeter is thick enough
absorb most of the debris from electromagnetic and hadro5-5
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B. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005showers, muons can be identified with great confidence.
muon system is not used in this analysis, and is therefore
discussed any further.
III. MULTILEVEL TRIGGER AND DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEMS
The DO” trigger system is a multilayer hierarchical sy
tem. Increasingly complex tests are applied to the data
each successive stage to reduce background.
The first stage, called level 0~L0!, consists of two scin-
tillator arrays mounted on the front surfaces of the EC c
ostats, perpendicular to the beam direction. Each array
ers a partial region of pseudorapidity for 1.9,uhu,4.3, with
nearly complete coverage over the range 2.2,uhu,3.9. The
L0 system is used to detect the occurrence of an inelasticpp̄
collision, and serves as the luminosity monitor for the e
periment. In addition, it provides fast information on thez
coordinate of the primary collision vertex by measuring t
difference in arrival time between particles hitting the no
and south L0 arrays; this is used in making preliminary tr
ger decisions. A slower, more accurate measurement of
position of the interaction vertex and an indication of t
possible occurrence of multiple interactions are also m
available for subsequent trigger decisions. The L0 trigge
'99% efficient for non-diffractive inelastic collisions. Th
output rate from L0 is on the order of 150 kHz at a typic
luminosity of 1.631031 cm22 s21.
The next stage of the trigger is called level 1~L1!. It
combines the results from individual L1 components into
set of global decisions that command the readout of the d
tization crates. It also interacts with the level 2~L2! trigger.
Most of the L1 components, such as the calorimeter trigg
and the muon triggers, operate within the 3.5ms interval
between beam crossings, so that all events are exam
However, other components, such as the TRD trigger
several components of the calorimeter and muon trigg
called level 1.5~L1.5! trigger, can require more time. Th
goal of the L1 trigger is to reduce the event rate to 100–2
Hz. The primary input for the L1 trigger consists of 25
trigger terms, each of which corresponds to a single bit,
dicating that some specific requirement is met. These
terms are reduced to a set of 32 L1 trigger bits by a tw
dimensionalAND-OR logic network. An event is said to pas
L1 if at least one of these 32 bits is set. The L1 trigger a
uses information based on Main Ring activity. To preve
saturation of the trigger system by processes with large c
sections, such as QCD multijet production, any particu
contributor to the L1 trigger can be prescaled.
The L1 calorimeter trigger covers the region up touhu
,4.0 in trigger towers of 0.230.2 in h-f space. These tow
ers are subdivided longitudinally into electromagnetic a
hadronic trigger sectors. The output of the L1 calorime
trigger corresponds to the transverse energy deposite
these sectors and towers.
For the 1993–1995 collider run, an L1.5 trigger for t
calorimeter was implemented using the L1 calorimeter tr
ger data and filters based on neighbor sums and ratios o
EM and total transverse energies.05200e
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When an event satisfies the L1 trigger, the data are pa
on the DO” data acquisition pathways to a farm of 48 paral
microprocessors, which serve as event builders as well as
L2 trigger system. The L2 system collects the digitized d
from all elements of the detector and trigger blocks
events that successfully pass level 1. It applies sophistic
algorithms to the data to reduce the event rate to about 2
before passing the accepted events on to the host comp
for monitoring and recording. The data for a specific eve
are sent over parallel paths to memory modules in spec
selected nodes. The accepted data are collected and for
ted in final form in the nodes, and the L2 filter algorithms a
then executed.
The L2 filtering process in each node is built around
series of filter tools. Each tool has a specific function rela
to the identification of a type of particle or event charact
istic. There are tools to recognize jets, muons, calorime
EM clusters, tracks associated with calorimeter clusters,(ET
~sum of transverse energies of jets!, and E” T ~imbalance in
transverse energy!. Other tools recognize specific noise
background conditions. There are 128 L2 filters available
all of the L2 requirements~for at least one of these 12
filters! are satisfied, the event is said to pass L2 and i
temporarily stored on disk before being transferred to a
mm magnetic tape.
Once an event is passed by an L2 node, it is transmitte
the host cluster, where it is received by the data logge
program running on one of the host computers. This progr
and others associated with it are responsible for receiv
data from the L2 system and copying it to magnetic ta
while performing all necessary bookkeeping tasks~e.g., time
stamping, recording the run number, an event number, e!.
Part of the data is sent to an event pool for online monit
ing.
A. Electron trigger
To trigger on electrons, L1 requires the transverse ene
in the EM section of a trigger tower to be above a progra
mable threshold. The L2 electron algorithm then uses the
segmentation of the EM calorimeter to identify electr
showers. Using the trigger towers that are above thresho
L1 as seeds, the algorithm forms clusters that include
cells in the four EM layers and the first FH layer in a regi
of Dh3Df50.330.3, centered on the tower with the high
estET . The longitudinal and transverse energy profile of t
cluster must satisfy the following requirements:~i! the frac-
tion of the cluster energy in the EM section~the EM fraction!
must be above a threshold, which depends on energy
detector position, and~ii ! the difference between the energ
depositions in two regions of the third EM layer, coverin
Dh3Df50.2530.25 and 0.1530.15, and centered on th
cell with the highestET , must be within a window that de
pends on the total cluster energy.
B. Jet trigger
The L1 jet triggers require the sum of the transverse
ergy in the EM and FH sections of a trigger tow
(Dh3Df50.230.2) to be above a programmable thres5-6
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LIMITS ON ANOMALOUS WWg AND WWZCOUPLINGS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005old. The L2 jet algorithm begins with anET-ordered list of
towers that are above threshold at L1. At L2, a jet is form
by placing a cone of given radiusR, where R
5ADh21Df2, around the seed tower from L1. If anoth
seed tower lies within the jet cone, it is passed over and
allowed to seed a new jet. The summedET in all of the
towers included in the jet cone defines the jetET . If any two
jets overlap, then the towers in the overlap region are ad
into the jet candidate that is formed first. To filter out even
requirements on quantities, such as the minimum transv
energy of a jet, the minimum transverse size of a jet,
minimum number of jets, and the pseudorapidity of jets, c
be imposed at this point.
C. Missing transverse energy trigger
Rare and interesting physics processes often involve
duction of weakly interacting particles such as neutrin
These particles usually cannot be detected directly. Howe
assuming momentum conservation in a collision allows
momenta of such particles to be inferred from the vector s
of the momenta of the observed particles. Since the ene
flow near the beamline is largely undetected, such calc
tions are realistic only in the plane transverse to the be
The negative of the vector sum of the momenta of the
tected particles is referred to as missingET and denoted by
E” T ; it is used as an indicator of the presence of wea
interacting particles. At L2,E” T is computed using the vecto
sum of all calorimeter and intercryostat detector cell energ
with respect to thez position of the interaction vertex, whic
is determined from the timing of the hits in the L0 counte
IV. PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION
A. Electron
Electrons and photons are identified by the properties
the shower in the calorimeter. The algorithm loops over
EM towers (Dh3Df50.130.1) with energyE.50 MeV,
and connects the neighboring tower with the next high
energy. The cluster energy is then defined as the sum o
energies of the EM towers and the energies in the co
sponding first FH layer. The ratio of the energy in the E
cluster to the total energy~EM energy summed with the
corresponding hadronic layers!, defined as the EM fraction
is used to discriminate electrons and photons from hadro
showers. A cluster must pass the following criteria to be
electron or photon candidate:~i! the EM fraction must be
greater than 90% and~ii ! at least 40% of the energy must b
contained in a single 0.130.1 tower. To distinguish electron
from photons, we search for a track in the central detec
that extrapolates to the EM cluster from the primary inter
tion vertex within a window ofuDhu<0.1 anduDfu<0.1. If
one or more tracks are found, the object is classified as
electron candidate. Otherwise, it is classified as a pho
candidate.
1. Selection requirements
The spatial development of EM showers is quite differe
from that of hadronic showers and the shower shape in05200d
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mation can be used to differentiate electrons and phot
from hadrons. The following variables are used for final ele
tron selection:
~i! Electromagnetic energy fraction. This quantity is bas
on the observation that electrons deposit almost all of th
energy in the EM section of the calorimeter, while hadr
jets are far more penetrating~typically only 10% of their
energy is deposited in the EM section of the calorimeter!. It
is defined as the ratio of EM energy to the total show
energy. Electrons are required to have at least 95% of t
total energy in the EM calorimeter. This requirement los
only about 1% of all electrons.
~ii ! Covariance matrix (H-matrix! x2. The shape of any
shower can be characterized by the fraction of the clu
energy deposited in each layer and tower of the calorime
These fractions are correlated; i.e., an electron shower de
its energies according to the expected transverse and lo
tudinal shapes of an EM shower and a hadron shower
lowing the typical development of a hadronic shower.
obtain good discrimination against hadrons, we use a co
riance matrix technique. The observables in this method
the fractional energies in layers 1, 2, and 4 of the EM sec
and the fractional energy in each cell of a 63 array of cells
in layer 3 centered on the most energetic tower in the E
cluster. To take account of the dependence of the sho
shape on energy and on the position of the primary inter
tion vertex, we use the logarithm of the shower energy a
the z position of the event vertex as the remaining inp
observables. The event vertex is determined by extrapola
CDC tracks to thez axis, and for more than one possibility
the vertex associated with the highest number of track
chosen as the event vertex. Using these 41 variables, co
ance matrices are constructed for each of the 37 dete
towers~at different values ofh) based on Monte Carlo gen
erated electrons. The Monte Carlo showers are tuned to m
them agree with our test beam measurements of the sho
shapes. The 41 observables for any given shower can
compared with the parameters of the appropriate covaria
matrix to define ax2, which is to be be less than 100 fo
electron candidates in the CC and less than 200 for the
This requirement loses about 5% of all true electrons.
~iii ! Isolation. The decay electron from aW boson should
not be close to any other object in the event. This is qua
fied by the isolation fraction. IfE(0.4) is the energy depos
ited in all calorimeter cells within the coneR,0.4 around
the direction of the electron andEM(0.2) is the energy de-
posited in only the EM calorimeter in the coneR,0.2, the
isolation variable is then defined as the ratioI5@E(0.4)
2EM(0.2)#/EM(0.2). The requirementI,0.1 loses only
3% of the electrons fromW boson decays.
~iv! Track-match significance. An important source
background for electrons is the photon from the decay ofp0
or h mesons. Such photons do not produce tracks, but t
trajectories can overlap with those of nearby charged p
ticles, thereby simulating electrons. This background can
reduced by demanding a good spatial match between
energy cluster in the calorimeter and nearby charged tra
The significanceS of the mismatch between these quantiti
is given by S5@(Df/dDf)
21(Dz/dDz)
2#1/2, where Df is5-7
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B. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005the azimuthal mismatch,Dz the mismatch along the beam
axis, and thed are the resolutions of these variables. Th
form for S is appropriate for the central calorimeter. For t
end calorimeter,r replaces z. Requiring S,5 accepts
95~78!% of the CC~EC! electrons reconstructed in the centr
tracker.
~v! Track-in-road. All electrons fromW→en decays are
required to have a partially reconstructed track along the
jectory between the energy cluster in the calorimeter and
interaction vertex. This requirement is found to reje
16~14!% of CC~EC! electrons fromW boson decay.
In our analysis, we combine the above quantities to fo
the electron identification criteria. A summary of the sele
tion requirements and their acceptance efficiencies is liste
Table I ~see Sec. VII!.
2. Electromagnetic energy corrections
The energy scales of the calorimeters were originally
through calibration in a test beam. However, because of
ferences in conditions between the test beam and the”
environment, additional corrections had to be implement
The EM energy scales for the calorimeters were de
mined by comparing the measured masses ofp0→gg, J/c
→ee, andZ→ee to their known values. If the electron en
ergy measured in the calorimeter and the true energy
related byEmeas5aEtrue1d, the measured and true mass v
ues are, to first order, related bymmeas5amtrue1d f , where
the calculable variablef reflects the topology of the decay
To determinea andd, we fit the Monte Carlo prediction to
the observed resonances, witha and d as free parameter
@21#. The values ofa and d are found to bea50.9533
60.0008 and d520.1620.21
10.03 GeV for the CC anda
50.95260.002 andd520.160.7 GeV for the EC.
3. Energy resolution
The relative energy resolution for electrons and phot
in the CC is expressed by the empirical relation (s/E)2
5C21S2/ET1N
2/E2, whereE and ET are the energy and
transverse energy of the incident electron or photon,C is a
constant term from uncertainties in calibration,S reflects the
sampling fluctuation of the liquid argon calorimeter, andN
corresponds to a contribution from noise. For the EC, theET
in the relation is replaced byE. The sampling and noise
terms are based on results from the test beam. The noise
measured at the test beam agrees with the one obtained i
collider environment~based on the width of pedestal distr
butions!. The constant term is tuned to match the mass re
lution of both observed and simulatedZ→ee events. Table
II lists these parameters.
B. Jets
In our analysis, jets are reconstructed using a fixed-c
algorithm with radiusR5ADh21Df250.5. The algorithm
forms preclusters of contiguous cells using a radius
Rprecluster50.3 centered on the tower with highestET . Only
towers withET.1 GeV are included in preclusters. The
preclusters serve as the starting points for jet reconstruc05200l
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An ET-weighted center of gravity is then formed using t
ET of all towers within a radiusR of the center of the clus-
ter, and the process is repeated until the jet becomes st
A jet must haveET.8 GeV. If two jets share energy, the
are combined or split, based on the fraction of overlapp
energy relative to theET of the lesser jet. If this shared
fraction exceeds 50%, the jets are combined.
Although theR50.3 cone algorithm is more efficient fo
jet finding than our larger cone size, which leads to undes
merging of jets for high-pT W or Z bosons, the relatively
large uncertainties in the measurement of jet energy for
R50.3 cones negate their advantage, and we there
choose to use theR50.5 cone algorithm for our studies.
1. Selection requirements
To remove jets produced by cosmic rays, calorime
noise, and interactions in the Main Ring, we developed a
of requirements based on Monte Carlo studies of jets in s
environments and on data on noise taken with and with
colliding beams. The variables used are the following:
~i! Electromagnetic energy fraction~emf!. As for elec-
trons, this quantity is defined as the fraction of the total e
ergy deposited in the electromagnetic section of the calor
eter. A requirement on this quantity removes electro
photons and false jets from the jet sample. Electrons
photons typically have a high EM fraction. False jets a
caused mainly by background from the Main Ring or
noisy or ‘‘hot’’ cells, and therefore generally do not conta
energy in the EM section, thereby yielding very low E
fractions. Jets with 0.05,emf,0.95 are defined as accep
able in this analysis. The efficiency of this requirement
99.9% atET520 GeV and decreases to 99.6% at 100 Ge
~ii ! Hot cell energy fraction~hcf!. The hcf is defined as
the ratio of the energy in the cell of second highestET to that
of the cell with highestET within a jet. A requirement on this
quantity is imposed to remove events with a large amoun
noise in the calorimeter. Hot cells can appear when a
TABLE I. Electron selection requirements and their accepta
efficiencies forW→en events.
Selection CC EC
requirement « «
H-matrix x2 ,100 0.946 0.005 ,200 0.95060.008
EM fraction .0.95 0.99160.003 .0.95 0.98760.006
Isolation ,0.10 0.97060.004 ,0.10 0.976 0.007
Track match ,5 0.94860.005 ,5 0.776 0.012
Track-in-road 0.83560.009 0.85860.006
TABLE II. Parameters for describing the energy resolution
electrons and photons.
Quantity CC EC
C 0.017 0.009
S (AGeV) 0.14 0.157
N ~GeV! 0.49 1.1405-8
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LIMITS ON ANOMALOUS WWg AND WWZCOUPLINGS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005charge occurs between electrodes within a cell; often
does not affect neighboring cells. In this case, the hc
small, which signals a problem, since the hcf for a jet sho
not be small because the energy is expected to be distrib
over cells. If most of the energy is concentrated in a sin
cell, it is very likely to be a false jet reconstructed fro
discharge noise. For good jets, hcf is found to be greater
0.1. The efficiency of this requirement is 97.3% atET
520 GeV and decreases to 96.9% at 100 GeV.
~iii ! Coarse hadronic energy fraction~chf!. This quantity
is defined as the fraction of jet energy deposited in the co
hadronic section of the calorimeter. The Main Ring
DO” passes through the CH modules, and any energy d
sition related to the Main Ring will be concentrated in th
section of the calorimeter. Such jets tend to have more t
40% of their energy in the CH region, while standard je
have less than 10% of their energy in this section of
calorimeter. All acceptable jets are therefore required to h
chf,0.4. The efficiency of this requirement is 99.6% atET
520 GeV and decreases to 99.3% at 100 GeV.
2. Hadronic energy corrections
Since the measured jet energy is usually not equal to
energy of the original parton that formed the jet, correctio
are needed to minimize any systematic bias. Jet energy
sponse affected by non-uniformities in the calorimeter, n
linearities in the response to hadrons, emission of parti
outside of theR50.5 cone~often referred to as out-of-con
showering!, noise due to the radioactivity of uranium, an
energy overlap from the products of soft interactions of sp
tator partons within the proton and the antiproton~‘‘under-
lying event’’!. The first two effects are estimated using
method called the missing-ET projection fraction ~MPF!
@22#.
The MPF method is based on events that contain a si
isolated EM cluster~due to a photon or a jet that fragmente
mostly into neutral mesons! and one hadronic jet locate
opposite inf, and no other objects in the event. It is a
sumed that such events do not have energetic neutrino
that any missing transverse energy can be attributed
mismeasurement of the hadronic jet. The EM-cluster ene
is corrected using the electromagnetic energy corrections
scribed above. Projecting the correctedE” T along the jet axis
determines corrections to the jet energy. This correction
averaged over many events in the sample to obtain a co
tion as a function of jetET , h, and electromagnetic conten
of the jet. The hadronic energy correction is 20% atE
520 GeV and 15% atE5100 GeV, and gradually ap
proaches 10% at highE.
The impact of out-of-cone showering is estimated us
Monte Carlo jet events. Effects due to the underlying eve
and uranium noise are determined in separate studies u
minimum-bias event data.~Minimum-bias data correspond t
inclusive inelastic collisions collected using only the L0 tri
ger.!
3. Energy resolution
The jet energy resolution has been studied by examin
momentum balance in dijet events@23#. The formula used05200is
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for parametrizing the relative jet energy resolution
(s/E)25C21S2/E1N2/E2. Table III shows the values o
the parameters for differenth regions of the calorimeter.
C. Neutrinos: Missing transverse energy
The presence of neutrinos in an event is inferred from
E” T . In this analysis we assume that theE” T in each candidate
event corresponds to the neutrino from the decayW→en.
1. Missing ET
The missing transverse energy in the calorimeter is
fined as E” T5(E” Tx
21E” Ty
2)1/2, where E” Tx5
2( iEisin(ui)cos(fi)2(jDEx
j and E” Ty52( iEisin(ui)sin(fi)
2(jDEy
j . The first sum~over i ) is over all cells in the calo-
rimeters, intercryostat detectors and massless gaps~see Sec.
II B !. The second sum~over j ) is over theET corrections
applied to all electrons and jets in the event. This can be u
to estimate the transverse momentum of any neutrinos in
event that does not contain muons, which deposit onl
small portion of their energy in the calorimeter. The to
missingET is missingET from the calorimeter corrected fo
the transverse momenta of any observed muon tracks. S
this analysis does not use muons, we will refer to theE” T
based on the calorimeters as the trueE” T .
2. Resolution in E” T
For an ideal calorimeter, the magnitude of the comp
nents of theE” T vector would sum to zero for events with n
true source ofE” T . However, detector noise and energy res
lution in the measurement of jets, photons, and electr
contribute to theE” T . In addition, a non-uniform response i
the detector also results inE” T . The E” T resolution for our
candidate events is parametrized as51.08 GeV
10.019( ET), and is based on studies of minimum-bi
data@23#. The (ET used in the parametrization is quite re
sonable because the greater the total amount of transv
energy in the event, the larger the possibility for its misme
urement.
V. DATA SAMPLE
The analysis of theWW/WZ→en j j process is based o
data taken during the 1993–1995 Tevatron Collider r
~called run 1b!. The L0 trigger is used to check the presen
of an inelastic collision, but is not included in the trigg
conditions forW-boson data. This was done to allow studi
TABLE III. Jet energy resolution for different regions of th
calorimeter.
h Region C S (AGeV) N ~GeV!
uhu,0.5 0.0060.01 0.8160.02 7.0760.09
0.5,uhu,1.0 0.0060.01 0.9160.02 6.9260.09
1.0,uhu,1.5 0.0560.01 1.4560.02 0.0061.40
1.5,uhu,2.0 0.0060.01 0.4860.07 8.1560.21
2.0,uhu,3.0 0.0160.58 1.6460.13 3.1562.505-9
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B. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005of diffractive W-boson production. Our analysis uses the c
lectedW→en data sample, with the L0 trigger requireme
imposed offline. The L1 trigger used in this analysis~called
the EM1_1_HIGH trigger! requires the presence of an ele
tromagnetic trigger tower withET.10 GeV. The L1.5 trig-
ger then requires the L1 trigger tower to haveET
.15 GeV and checks that the electromagnetic fraction
greater than 85%. The L2 component of the trigger~called
the EM1_EISTRKCC_MS trigger! requires an isolated elec
tron candidate withET.20 GeV that has a shower shap
consistent with that of an electron andE” T.15 GeV.
Additional conditions are imposed on the data to furth
reduce background. Triggers that occur at the times whe
proton bunch in the Main Ring passes through the dete
are not used in this analysis. Similarly, triggers that oc
during the first 0.4 s of the 2.4-s antiproton production cy
are rejected. Data taken during periods when the data ac
sition system or the detector sub-systems malfunctioned
also discarded. With these trigger requirements, the i
grated luminosity of the data sample is estimated to
82.364.4 pb21 @24#. The efficiency and turn-on of the L2
trigger are described in Ref.@25#. The trigger efficiency for
signal is (98.161.9)%.
Data samples that satisfy two other L2 triggers, t
EM1_ELE_MON and ELE_1_MON triggers, are used f
background studies. These triggers select events that hav
electron candidate withET.20 GeV andET.16 GeV, re-
spectively. The electron candidates in these samples m
pass the standard shower-shape requirements, but not th
lation requirement. These triggers use the same L1 and
conditions as the trigger used for signal.
VI. EVENT SELECTION
WW/WZ→en j j candidates are selected by searching
events with an isolated high-ET electron, largeE” T , and at
least two high-ET jets. Electrons in the candidate samp
must be in theuhu,1.1 region but away from the boundarie
between calorimeter modules inf (Df.0.01), or within
the region 1.5,uhu,2.5. Jets in the candidate sample mu
be in the regionuhu,2.5.
TheW→en decay is defined through the presence of o
a single isolated electron withET
e.25 GeV and E” T
.25 GeV in the event. The transverse mass of the elec
and neutrino (E” T) system is required to beMT
.40 GeV/c2, where MT5$2ET
eE” T@12cos(fe2fn)#%
1/2.
The requirement on the electronET is sufficiently high to
provide an efficiency that is independent ofET ~the hardware
threshold of 20 GeV). Requiring only one electron reduc
background fromZ→ee production. The requirements o
E” T and MT reduce the background contribution from mis
dentified electrons.
The W/Z→ j j decay is defined by requiring at least tw
jets with ET
j .20 GeV and an invariant mass of the two-j
system consistent with that of theW or Z boson (50,M j j
,110 GeV/c2). The dijet invariant mass (M j j ) is calculated
via M j j 5$2ET
j 1ET
j 2@cosh(hj12hj2)2cos(fj12fj2)#%
1/2. If
there are more than two jets in the event, the two jets w05200-
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the highest dijet invariant mass are chosen to represent thW
~or Z) decay.
The difference between thepT values of theen and the
two-jet systems is used to reduce backgrounds. ForWW or
WZ production, thepT(en)2pT( j j ) distribution should be
peaked near zero and have a symmetric Gaussian shape
the width of the Gaussian distribution determined primar
by the jet energy resolution. On the other hand, for ba
ground such ast t̄ production~see Sec. VIII!, the distribution
should be broader and asymmetric~shifted to positive val-
ues! due to additionalb-quark jets in the events. Our analys
therefore requiresupT(en)2pT( j j )u,40 GeV/c.
The data satisfying the above selection criteria yield 3
events. Figure 4a shows a scatter plot ofpT(en) vs pT( j j )
for candidate events that satisfy the two-jet mass requ
ment. The width of the band reflects both the resolution a
the true spread in thepT values. Figure 4b shows a scatt
plot of pT(en) vs M j j without the imposition of the two-jet
mass requirement.
VII. DETECTION EFFICIENCY
A. Electron selection efficiency
The efficiency of electron selection is studied using t
Z→ee event sample from the 1993–1995 Tevatron collid
run using the EM2_EIS_HI trigger.Z→ee events were se-
lected at L1 and L1.5 by requiring two EM towers withET
.7 GeV at L1 and at least one tower withET.12 GeV
with more than 85% of its energy in the EM section of t
calorimeter. At L2, the trigger required two electron can
dates withET.20 GeV that satisfied electron shower-sha
and isolation requirements. To select an unbiased samp
electrons, we use events in which one of the electrons pa
the tag quality requirements: EM fraction.0.90, isolation
,0.15, H-matrix x2,100(200) for CC~EC!, and track-
match significance,10. The second electron in the event
then assumed to be unbiased. If both electrons pass the
requirements, the event contributes twice to the sample.
efficiency of a selection requirement for electrons is given
«5(«s2«bf b)/(12 f b), where«s is the efficiency measured
in the signal region,«b is the efficiency measured in th
background region, andf b is the ratio of the number of back
ground events in the signal region to the total number
events in the signal region. The signal region is defined
the region of theZ mass peak (86,mee,96 GeV/c
2), and
the background regions are defined as 61,mee
,71 GeV/c2 and 111,mee,121 GeV/c
2. We determine
f b in the region of the signal using an average of the num
of events in the background regions. The systematic un
tainties in the efficiencies are estimated from a compari
with efficiencies obtained using an alternative method t
fits the invariant mass spectrum of two electrons to the s
of a Breit-Wigner form convoluted with a Gaussian and
linear dependence for the background. Efficiencies from
two methods agree within their uncertainties. The track-
road efficiency is estimated in a similar manner, except t
EM clusters with no matching track are included as unbia
electrons in the sample. Table I summarizes the electron5-10
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LIMITS ON ANOMALOUS WWg AND WWZCOUPLINGS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005ficiencies. Although these efficiencies are based mainly oZ
events with few jets, the corrections for>2 jets are small.
B. WÕZ\ j j selection efficiency
The W/Z→ j j selection efficiency is estimated usin
Monte CarloWW/WZ→en j j events generated with theISA-
JET @26# and PYTHIA @27# programs, followed by a detaile
simulation of the DO” detector and parametrized as a functi
of pT
W . Figure 5 shows theW/Z→ j j detection efficiency
e(W→ j j ) calculated as the ratio of events after the impo
tion of the two-jet selection requirements relative to the i
tial number of events. At lowpT , the detection efficiency is
artificially elevated due to the presence of additional j
from initial- and final-state gluon radiation~ISR-FSR! that
are mislabeled as being decays ofW or Z bosons. The de-
crease in the efficiency at highpT is due to the merging o
the two jets from aW or a Z boson. The results obtaine
from ISAJET are used to estimate the efficiencies for iden
fying the WW/WZ process.
The estimatedW/Z→ j j efficiency is affected by the je
energy scale, the accuracy of the ISR-FSR simulation,
accuracy of the parton fragmentation mechanism, and
statistics of the Monte Carlo samples.
The energy-scale correction has an uncertainty that
creases from 5% at jetET520 GeV to 2% at 80 GeV, and
then increases to 5% at 350 GeV. The effect of this unc
tainty has been studied by recalculating the efficiency w
the jet energy scale changed by one standard deviation.
largest relative change in the accepted number of even
found to be 3%.
To estimate the uncertainty due to the accuracy of
ISR-FSR simulation and of the parton fragmentation mec
nism, we use theW/Z→ j j efficiency based on Monte Carl
FIG. 4. Scatter plots of~a! pT(en) vs pT( j j ) and~b! pT(en) vs
M j j .05200-
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samples generated withPYTHIA. The efficiency obtained us
ing ISAJET is lower than that forPYTHIA, but by less than
10%. We use the efficiencies fromISAJET because they pro
vide smaller yields ofWW/WZ events and therefore weake
limits on anomalous couplings. We define one-half of t
largest difference inISAJET/PYTHIA efficiency estimations
~5%! as the systematic uncertainty attributable to the cho
of event generator.
C. Overall selection efficiency
The overall detection efficiency forWW/WZ→en j j
events assuming SM couplings is calculated using t
Monte Carlo~MC! methods, coupled with electron-selectio
and trigger efficiencies measured from data. The first M
method uses theISAJET event generator followed by a de
tailed simulation of the DO” detector. The second MC metho
uses the event generator of Ref.@2# and a fast simulation
program to characterize the response of the detector.ISAJET
used the CTEQ2L@28# parton distribution functions to simu
late 2500WW→en j j events and 1000WZ→en j j events
with SM couplings. The event selection efficiency for th
WW→en j j signal is estimated aseWW5(13.460.8)% and
eWZ5(15.761.4)% for theWZ→en j j signal, where the er-
rors are statistical. The combined efficiency forWW/WZ
→en j j is given by @eWW•s•B(WW→en j j )
1eWZ•s•B(WZ→en j j )#/@ s•B(WW→en j j )1s•B( WZ
→en j j )#5(13.760.7)%, where the theoretical cross se
tions of 9.5 pb forWW and 2.5 pb forWZ production@29#,
and theW andZ boson branching fractions from the Partic
Data Group @4#, are used in the calculation„s•B(WW
→en j j )51.3860.05 pb and s•B(WZ→en j j )50.188
60.006 pb….
For the fast simulation, we generated over 30 000 eve
with approximately 4 times more forWW production than
WZ production, reflecting the sizes of their expected prod
tion cross sections. The overall detection efficiencies for
SM couplings were calculated as@14.760.2(stat)
61.2(syst)#% for WW→en j j and @14.660.4(stat)
61.1(syst)#% for WZ→en j j . The 7.8% systematic uncer
tainty includes statistics of the fast MC~1%!, efficiency of
trigger and electron identification~1%!, E” T smearing and
modeling of thepT of the WW/WZ system~5%!, difference
in W→ j j detection efficiencies from the two event gene
tors ~5%!, and the effect of the jet energy scale~3%!. The
combined efficiency is@14.760.2(stat)61.2(syst)#%. The
FIG. 5. Efficiency forW→ j j selection as a function ofpTW . The
decrease in the efficiency at highpT is due to the merging of the
two jets from the decay of aW boson.5-11
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B. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005combined efficiency estimated using the fast simulation
consistent with the value obtained usingISAJET.
D. Expected number of signal events
Using the fast detector simulation and the cross sec
times branching ratio from the event generator of Ref.@2#
@s•B(WW→en j j )51.2660.18 pb, ands•B(WZ→en j j )
50.1860.03 pb], we estimate the number of expect
WW/WZ→en j j events to be 17.563.0 (15.363.0 WW
events and 2.260.5 WZ events!, with the uncertainty
~17.1%! given by the sum in quadrature of the uncertainty
the efficiency, the uncertainty in the luminosity~5.4%!, and
that in the NLO calculation~14%!.
VIII. BACKGROUND
The sources of background to theWW/WZ→en j j pro-
cess can be divided into two categories. The first is ins
mental background due to misidentified or mismeasured
ticles, and the other is inherent irreducible backgrou
consisting of physical processes with the same signatur
the events of interest.
A. Instrumental background
The major source of instrumental background is QC
multijet production in which one of the jets showers~mainly!
in the electromagnetic calorimeter and is misidentified as
electron, and the energies of the remaining jets fluctuat
produceE” T . Although the probability for a jet to be misi
dentified as an electron is small, the large cross section
QCD multijet events makes this background significant.
This background is estimated using samples of ‘‘goo
and ‘‘bad’’ electrons. A ‘‘good’’ electron has the qualit
requirements described in Sec. IV A 1, while a ‘‘bad’’ ele
tron has an EM cluster with EM fraction.0.95, isolation
<0.15, and eitherH-matrix x2>250 or track-match signifi-
cance>10. We assume that the shape of theE” T spectrum of
the events with a bad electron is identical to theE” T spectrum
of the QCD multijet background. Furthermore, with the a
sumption that the contribution of signal events at lowE” T is
negligible, the bad-electron sample can be normalized to
good-electron data in the low-E” T region and theE” T distribu-
tion of the bad-electron events can then be extrapolate
the signal region of the good-electron sample.
To estimate the multijet background, we use triggers t
do not requireE” T . Several L2 triggers in run 1b meet th
requirement, in particular the triggers EM1_ELE_MON a
ELE_1_MON described in Sec. V. To avoid biases, we ad
condition that the EM object in these triggers pass the sa
L2 requirements as the signal. We then extract two sam
from these data, based on the electron quality. TheE” T dis-
tribution for the bad-electron sample is then normalized
agree with theE” T distribution for the good-electron samp
at low E” T (E” T,15 GeV). Figure 6 shows these two distr
butions. The normalization factorNF is calculated as the
ratio of the number of bad-electron events to the numbe
good-electron events with 0< E” T <15 GeV. After impos-
ing the jet selection requirements on the events, we findNF05200s
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51.87060.060 ~stat! 60.003 ~sys!. The systematic uncer
tainty on the normalization factor is obtained by varying t
range ofE” T used for the normalization procedure from 0–
GeV to 0–18 GeV.
In the next step, we select two samples from the d
taken with the trigger for signal events, one containing ba
ground and signal~‘‘good’’ electrons obtained through ou
selection procedure! and the other containing only back
ground events~‘‘bad’’ electrons!. The normalization factor
NF is then applied to the background sample. Figure 7 sho
the distributions ofE” T for the candidates and the estimat
QCD multijet background based on the bad-electron eve
after the imposition of jet requirements.
From the above procedure, we estimate 104.368.2 ~stat!
69.1 (syst) background events forE” T.25 GeV. The sys-
tematic uncertainty~8.7%! includes the uncertainty in the
normalization factor~1%!, the difference when an alternativ
method is used to estimate the multijet background~5.2%!,
and the difference for events withE” T .25 GeV when the
E” T region 15–25 GeV is used for normalization~6.9%!. In
the alternative method, the probability of a jet to be miside
tified as an electron is multiplied by the number of multij
events that satisfy selection criteria when one of the jets
the event is treated as an electron. When more than one j
an event satisfies the kinematic requirements, all are con
ered in estimating the background from multijet productio
B. Inherent background
The background contribution from processes with simi
event topology~i.e., with final-state objects identical to thos
of the signal! is estimated using Monte Carlo events.
1. W¿Ð2 jets
W1>2 jets production is the dominant background
theWWandWZ signals. This background is estimated usi
the Monte Carlo programVECBOS @30#, followed byHERWIG
@31# for the hadronization of the partons generated inVEC-
BOS and then by the detailed simulation of the DO” detector.
The cross section fromVECBOS has a large uncertainty, an
the generatedW1>2 jets sample is therefore normalized
the candidate event sample after subtraction of the Q
multijet background. To avoid the inclusion ofWW andWZ
FIG. 6. E” T distributions for the good-electron~histogram! and
bad-electron~solid circles! samples selected from data taken wi
the EM1_ELE_MON and ELE_1_MON triggers~see text!. The
bad-electron sample is normalized to the good electron sample
E” T,15 GeV.5-12
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LIMITS ON ANOMALOUS WWg AND WWZCOUPLINGS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005events in this normalization procedure, we use only
events whose two-jet invariant mass lies outside of the m
peak of theW boson~i.e., M j j .50 or M j j .110 GeV/c
2).
Figure 8 shows the two-jet invariant mass distributions
data and the estimated background. The normalization fa
is found to be NV5NVB /(Ncand2NQCD/NF)53.41
60.31(stat)60.29(syst), whereNVB5879 corresonds to the
number ofVECBOS events,Ncand5392 is the number of can
didate events in the data, andNQCD5251 is the number of
QCD multijet events outside of theW boson mass window
Using this normalization factor, we estimate 279.5627.2
~stat! 623.8 (syst) W1>2 jets events in the candidat
sample. The systematic uncertainty is due to the normal
tion of the multijet background~6.9%!, uncertainty in the jet
energy scale~4%!, and the difference observed when t
range of excluded M j j is changed to 40–120 o
60–100 GeV/c2 ~3%!. The cross section multiplied by th
branching fraction forW1>2 jets production, with theW
boson decaying toen, determined with this method i
38795/(3.4382.3)5138.6614.3 pb ~where 38795 is the
number ofVECBOSevents generated, 3.4 is the normalizati
factorNV , and 82.3 pb
21 is the integrated luminosity of the
data sample!, which is consistent with the value~135 pb!
given by theVECBOS program. Figure 9 shows distribution
in the differencepT(en)2pT( j j ) and in the separation be
tween jetsDR( j j ), which provide sensitive measures f
how well background estimates describe the jets in the d
The backgrounds from theW1>2 jets and QCD multijet
contributions are seen to agree well with the data.
2. t t̄\W¿WÀbb̄\en j jX
Since no limit on the number of jets is applied to reta
high efficiency,t t̄→W1W2bb̄→en j jX events contribute to
the candidate sample. A sample, simulated usingISAJET with
Mt5170 GeV/c
2, is used to estimate this contribution. W
find it to be small, 3.760.3 ~stat! 61.3 (syst) events. The
production cross section fort t̄ events is taken from the DO”
measurement (5.261.8 pb) @32#. The error in this measure
ment ~35%! is included as a systematic uncertainty in o
analysis.
3. WWÕWZ\tn j j\enn j j
Since the contribution fromWW/WZ→tn j j →enn j j is
small, and no separate simulation of the signal is availa
FIG. 7. Distributions ofE” T of the good-electron~sum of signal
and background! and bad-electron~background only! samples se-
lected from data taken with the trigger used for signal events.05200e
ss
r
or
a-
ta.
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we treat it as background. We use theISAJET event generator
and the detailed detector simulation program to estimate
source. TheWW and WZ production cross sections are a
sumed to be 9.5 pb and 2.5 pb, respectively. After ev
selection, we find 0.1520.08
10.16 ~stat! 60.01 ~syst! events. The
systematic uncertainty in the background estimate is
signed to have the larger value of the asymmetric errors
the theoretical cross section~8.4%! @29#.
4. ZX\e¿eÀX
The ZX→eeX processes can produce events that can
misidentified as signal. These events can be included in
candidate sample if one electron goes through a boundar
a calorimeter module and is measured asE” T in the event.
From a sample of 10 000ISAJET ZX→e1e2X events gener-
ated, none survive the selection procedure. The backgro
from events of this type is therefore negligible.
5. ZX\t¿tÀX\en j jX
TheZX→ttX processes can also produce events that
be mistaken for signal if, due to shower fluctuation, one
two jets from ISR or FSR are observed in the detector. Fr
a sample of 10 000PYTHIA-generatedZX→ttX events, none
survive our selection. The background from this source
therefore also negligible.
IX. RESULTS
A total of 399 candidate events remain after all selectio
The number of events expected from SMWW/WZ and from
SM background processes are 17.563.0 and 387.5638.1,
respectively. The transverse mass distribution of the ca
date events is shown in Fig. 10, along with the contributio
from background and the SM production ofWW/WZ. The
distributions for data agree well with expectations fro
background. Table IV summarizes the number of candid
events, the estimated backgrounds, and SM predictions
the run 1a and 1b data samples.
Figure 11 shows thepT distributions of theen system for
data, background estimates, and SM predictions. We do
observe a statistically significant signal above backgroun
Of the 399 events that satisfy the selection criteria,
FIG. 8. Dijet invariant mass distribution. The solid circles a
the histogram are the candidate events and the background e
from W1>2 jet events and QCD multijet events with a false ele
tron, respectively.5-13
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B. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005events havepT(en).100 GeV/c. The numbers of back
ground and SM events in thispT range are estimated a
18.561.8 and 3.260.5, respectively. The absence of an e
cess of events with highpT(en) excludes large deviation
from SM couplings.
A. Limits on anomalous couplings using minimumpT
W
The WW/WZ production cross section increases, es
cially at high pT
W , as the coupling parameters deviate fro
the SM values, as shown in Fig. 2. ThepT
W distribution for
background is softer than that ofWW/WZ production with
anomalous couplings. When events are selected withpT
W
above some large minimum value, almost all backgrou
FIG. 9. ~a! Distributions inpT(en)2pT( j j ) before imposition
of the mass window onM j j . ~b! Distributions for the separation o
two jets inh-f space.
FIG. 10. Transverse-mass distributions of the electron ann
(E” T) system. The solid circles, solid histogram, and dotted his
gram are, respectively, the candidate events, the background
QCD multijet events with false electrons andW1>2 jet events,
and the expected SM production ofWW/WZ events scaled up by a
factor of 10.05200-
-
d
events are rejected, but a good fraction of signal with anom
lous couplings remains, providing better sensitivity to su
couplings. This kind of selection eliminates most of SM pr
duction, and therefore does not have sensitivity to the
couplings. Moreover the 95% C.L. upper limit on the num
ber of signal events (N95% C.L.) can be obtained from the
observed number of candidate events and the expected b
ground beyond some minimumpT
W cutoff, using the method
described in the report by the Particle Data Group@4#. To do
this, Monte Carlo events are generated for pairs of ano
lous couplings in grid points ofDk andl. We assume tha
the couplings forWWg andWWZ are equal. The expecte
number of events for each pair of anomalous couplings
calculated using the integrated luminosity of the data sam
and entered into a two-dimensional density plot withDk and
l as coordinate axes. The results are fitted with a tw
dimensional parabolic function, and limits on anomalo
couplings are calculated at the 95% C.L. from the inters
tion of the two-dimensional parabolic surface for the p
dicted number of events with a plane ofN95% C.L. values.
The resulting contour of constant probability is an ellipse
the Dk-l plane. The numerical values for the ‘‘one
dimensional’’ 95% C.L. limits~setting one of the coordinate
to zero! are summarized in Table V for different minimum
values ofpT
W .
TABLE IV. Number of events for backgrounds, data and S
prediction for run 1a and run 1b.
Run 1a@11# Run 1b
Luminosity 13.7 pb21 82.3 pb21
Background
QCD multijet 12.262.6 104.3612.3
W1> 2 jets 62.2613.0 279.5636.0
t t̄→en j j 1X 0.8760.12 3.761.3
Total background 75.5613.3 387.5638.1
Data 84 399
WW1WZ ~SM prediction! 3.260.6 17.563.0
-
m
FIG. 11. ThepT distributions of theen system from the 1993–
1995 ~run 1b! data. The solid circles are data. The light-shad
histogram is the SM prediction for the background, including t
dark-shaded histogram, which represents the SM prediction
WW/WZ processes.5-14
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LIMITS ON ANOMALOUS WWg AND WWZCOUPLINGS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005B. Limits on anomalous couplings from thepT
W spectrum
The limits obtained for some cutoff minimumpT
W do not
take into account information that is available in the fullpT
W
spectrum, and depend on the chosen minimumpT value as
well as on the overall normalization factors for backgrou
and predictions for signal. An alternative way to proceed
to fit the shape of kinematical distributions that are sensi
to anomalous couplings. This usually provides tighter lim
since it uses all the information contained in the differen
distributions, and it is also less sensitive to overall norm
ization factors.
As described in Sec. I, the differential distribution that
most sensitive to anomalous couplings is thepT
W(Z) distribu-
tion. Our analysis relies on thepT(W→en) spectrum rather
than pT(W→ j j ) or pT(Z→ j j ) because the resolution o
pT(en) (12.5 GeV/c) is better than on
pT( j j ) (16.7 GeV/c). This is primarily due to the ambigu
ity in assigning jets to theW(Z) boson.
The differential cross sections have been exploited by p
vious publications@9–11,13–16,18,19# for extracting limits
on trilinear gauge boson couplings. We use a modified fi
the binnedpT
W distribution to obtain limits, with the modifi-
cation consisting of adding an extra bin inpT
W with no ob-
served events, thereby improving the sensitivity to anom
lous couplings@33#.
Based on the number of expectedWW/WZ→en j j
events, we choose two 25 GeV/c bins between 0 and
TABLE V. Limits on l andDk at the 95% C.L. as a function o
minimumpT
W , for L51.5 TeV. The number of candidates (Ncand),
background (NBG), and the SMWW/WZ predictions (NSM) are
also listed.
pT
W ~GeV/c) Ncand NBG NSM l Dk
events events events (Dk50) (l50)
150 4 2.8 1.9 (20.66,0.67) (20.96,1.08)
160 1 2.1 1.8 (20.54,0.54) (20.79,0.89)
170 0 1.5 0.9 (20.52,0.52) (20.76,0.86)
180 0 1.2 0.2 (20.59,0.58) (20.87,0.96)
190 0 0.7 0.1 (20.64,0.64) (20.96,1.05)
200 0 0.3 0.1 (20.74,0.73) (21.13,1.20)05200s
e
,
l
l-
e-
o
-
50 GeV/c, five 10 GeV/c bins from 50 to 100 GeV/c, two
20 GeV/c bins from 100 to 140 GeV/c, one 30 GeV/c bin
from 140 to 170 GeV/c, and a single bin from 170 GeV/c
to 500 GeV/c. The cross section forpT
W.500 GeV/c is
negligible for any anomalous couplings allowed by unitari
For each bini of pT
W , the probabilityPi for observingNi
events is given by the Poisson distribution:
Pi5
@bi1Le is i~l,Dk!#Ni
Ni !e
2[bi1Le is i (l,Dk)] ,
whereL is the luminosity, andbi , e i , and ands i are the
expected background, the total detection efficiency, and
cross section, respectively, for bin. Our fast Monte Carlo
simulation is used to calculatee is i(l,Dk). The joint prob-
ability for all pT
W bins is the product of the individual prob
abilities Pi , P5) i 51
NbinPi . Since the valuesL, bi , ande i are
measured values with their respective uncertainties, we
sign them Gaussian prior distributions of meanm51 and
standard deviationsx :
P85E Gf nd fnE Gf bd fb)i 51
Nbin ef nni1 f bbi~ f nni1 f bbi !
Ni
Ni !
,
whereni5Le is i is the predicted number of signal event
andGf n andGf b are Gaussian distributions for the fractions
signal and background events. The integrals are calcul
using 50 evenly spaced points between63 standard devia-
tions. For convenience, the logarithm of the likelihood,L
5 log P8, is used in the fit and the set of couplings that b
describes the data is given by the point in thel-Dk plane
that maximizes the likelihood given in the above equatio
It is conventional to quote the limits on one couplin
when all the others are set to their SM values. These ‘‘o
dimensional’’ limits at the 95% C.L., assuming that th
WWg andWWZcouplings are equal, are shown in Table V
The limits are more stringent than those obtained using
minimum pT
W method.
We have assumed thus far that the couplingsDk and l
for WWZandWWg are equal. However, this is not the on
possibility. Another common assumption leads to t
Hagiwara-Ishihara-Szalapski-Zeppenfeld~HISZ! relationsofTABLE VI. Limits on anomalous trilinear gauge boson couplings at the 95% C.L. for three valuesL
obtained using the fit topT
W for data from run 1b.
Couplings L51.0 TeV L51.5 TeV L52.0 TeV
lg5lZ (Dkg5DkZ50) 20.50,0.53 20.42,0.45 20.39,0.42
Dkg5DkZ (lg5lZ50) 20.66,0.90 20.56,0.75 20.52,0.70
lg ~HISZ! (Dkg50) 20.50,0.53 20.42,0.45 20.39,0.42
Dkg ~HISZ! (lg50) 20.78,1.15 20.68,0.98 20.63,0.91
lg ~SM WWZ) (Dkg50) 21.54,1.58 21.53,1.56
Dkg ~SM WWZ) (lg50) 22.03,2.45 21.79,2.12
lZ ~SM WWg) (DkZ5Dg1
Z50) 20.58,0.62 20.49,0.51 20.45,0.48
DkZ ~SM WWg) (lZ5Dg1
Z50) 20.86,1.12 20.72,0.93 20.67,0.875-15
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B. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005@34#. These relations specifylZ , kZ , andg1
Z in terms of the
independent variableslg andkg , thereby reducing the num
ber of independent couplings from 5 to 2:DkZ5
1
2 Dkg(1
2tan2uW), Dg1
Z5 12 Dkg /cos
2uW, and lZ5lg . These one-
dimensional limits at the 95% C.L. are also shown in Ta
VI.
Since theWWZ andWWg couplings are independent,
is interesting to find the limits on one when the other is se
its SM values. Table VI includes the one-dimensional lim
at the 95% C.L. for both assumptions: limits onDkg andlg
when theWWZ couplings are assumed to be standard a
limits on DkZ andlZ when theWWg couplings are assume
to be standard. These results indicate that our analys
more sensitive toWWZ couplings, as should be expecte
from the larger overall SM couplings forWWZ than for
WWg, and that our analysis is complementary to studies
the Wg production process which is sensitive only to t
WWg couplings.
C. Combined results for run 1 on WWÕWZ\en j j
The limits on anomalous couplings presented in this pa
are significantly tighter than those in our previous public
tions @11,15#. The primary reason for this is the increase
the amount of data~about a factor of 6!. We can obtain even
stronger limits by combining the results from runs 1a and
The analysis based on the run 1a data is described in R
@11,15#. A summary of the signal and backgrounds for t
two analyses@18# is given in Table IV.
The two analyses can be treated as different experime
However, because both experiments used the same dete
there are certain correlated uncertainties, such as the un
tainties in the luminosity, lepton reconstruction and ident
TABLE VII. Common systematic uncertainties for run 1a a
run 1b analyses.
Source of uncertainty
Luminosity 5.4%
QCD corrections 14%
Electron and trigger efficiency 1.2%
Statistics of fast MC 1%
E” T smearing 5.1%
Jet energy scale 3.4%
Total 16%
TABLE VIII. Uncorrelated systematic uncertainties for run 1
and run 1b analyses.
Source of uncertainty Run 1a Run 1b
ISAJET vs PYTHIA 9% 4%
Statistical uncertainties ofe(W→ j j ) 4% 2%
Parametrization ofe is i(l,Dk) 4% 5%
Total ~added in quadrature! 11% 7%
Background 13% 7%05200e
o
d
is
f
er
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.
fs.
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cation, and the theoretical prediction. Also, the backgrou
estimate is common to each experiment. The uncertaint
the W/Z→ j j selection efficiency is assumed to be uncor
lated, since we use different cone sizes for jet reconstruc
in the two analyses.~This hypothesis does not affect th
results in any significant way.! The uncertainties for both
analyses are summarized in Tables VII and VIII. Each u
certainty is weighted by the integrated luminosity for t
respective data sample. Figure 12 shows the combinedpT
W
spectrum.
To set limits on anomalous couplings, we combine t
results of the two analyses by calculating a combined lik
hood function. The individual uncertainties in signal a
background for each analysis are taken into account as in
previous section. Common systematic uncertainties are ta
FIG. 12. ThepT
W spectrum foren j j candidates for the full run 1
data sample. The solid circles are data. The light-shaded histog
is the sum of predictions from the SM and background, and
dark-shaded histogram is the SM prediction forWW/WZ processes
alone.
FIG. 13. Contour limits on anomalous couplings at the 95
C.L. ~two inner curves! and unitary constraints~outermost curves!,
assuming~a! Dk[Dkg5DkZ ,l[lg5lZ ; ~b! HISZ relations;~c!
and ~d! SM WWg couplings.L51.5 TeV is used for all four
cases. The U~1! point is the expectation with noWWZcouplings.5-16
n 1a
LIMITS ON ANOMALOUS WWg AND WWZCOUPLINGS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052005TABLE IX. Limits on anomalous trilinear gauge boson couplings at 95% C.L. from the combined ru
and run 1b data samples for these values ofL.
Couplings L51.0 TeV L51.5 TeV L52.0 TeV
lg5lZ (Dkg5DkZ50) 20.42,0.45 20.36,0.39 20.34,0.36
Dkg5DkZ (lg5lZ50) 20.55,0.79 20.47,0.63 20.43,0.59
lg ~HISZ! (Dkg50) 20.42,0.45 20.36,0.39 20.34,0.36
Dkg ~HISZ! (lg50) 20.69,1.04 20.56,0.85 20.53,0.78
lg ~SM WWZ) (Dkg50) 21.28,1.33 21.21,1.25
Dkg ~SM WWZ) (lg50) 21.60,2.03 21.38,1.70
lZ ~SM WWg) (DkZ5Dg1
Z50) 20.47,0.51 20.40,0.43 20.37,0.40
DkZ ~SM WWg) (lZ5Dg1
Z50) 20.74,0.99 20.60,0.79 20.54,0.72
Dg1
Z ~SM WWg) (lZ5DkZ50) 20.75,1.06 20.64,0.89 20.60,0.81tr
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into account by introducing a common Gaussian prior dis
bution for the two data samples.
Combining results from run 1a and run 1b yields the 95
C.L. contours of constant probability shown in Fig. 13. T
one and two dimensional 95% C.L. contour limits~corre-
sponding to log-likelihood values of 1.92 and 3.00 units b
low the maximum, respectively! are shown as the inner con
tours, along with the unitarity limits from theS matrix,
shown as the outermost contours. Figure 13~a! shows the
contour limits when couplings forWWg are assumed to b
equal to those forWWZ. Figure 13~b! shows contour limits
assuming the HISZ relations. In Figs. 13~c! and 13~d!, SM
WWg couplings are assumed and the limits are shown
WWZ couplings. Assuming SMWWg couplings, the U~1!
point that corresponds to the condition in which there is
WWZ couplings (kZ50, lZ50, g1
Z50) is excluded at the
99% C.L. This is direct evidence for the existence ofWWZ
couplings. These limits are slightly stronger than those fr
the 1993–1995 data alone. The one-dimensional 95% C
limits for four assumptions on the relation betweenWWg
andWWZcouplings:~i! Dk[Dkg5DkZ , l[lg5lZ , ~ii !
HISZ relations,~iii ! SM WWg couplings, and~iv! SM WWZ
couplings are listed in Table IX.
X. CONCLUSIONS
We have searched for anomalousWW and WZ produc-
tion in the en j j decay mode atAs51.8 TeV. In a total of
82.3 pb21 of data from the 1993–1995 collider run at Fe
milab, we observe 399 candidate events with an expe. D
a
05200i-
-
r
o
L.
ed
background of 387.5638.1 events. The expected number
events from SMWW/WZ production is 17.563.0 events for
this integrated luminosity. The sum of the SM prediction a
the background estimates is consistent with the obser
number of events, indicating that no new physics phenom
are seen. Comparing thepT
W distributions of the observed
events with theoretical predictions, we set limits on t
WWg and WWZ anomalous couplings. The limits o
anomalous couplings are significantly tighter than those
ing the 1992–1993 data sample. The two results are c
bined to set even tighter limits on the anomalous couplin
With an assumption that theWWg andWWZcouplings are
equal, we obtain 20.34,l,0.36 ~with Dk50) and
20.43,Dk,0.59 ~with l50) at the 95% C.L. for a form
factor scaleL52.0 TeV @35#.
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